
INFLATE YOUR NEXT FESTIVAL

Our full-colour, highly detailed inflatables are hand crafted from the finest quality durable fabrics,

making them weather resistant and durable.

Years of experience and a team of highly trained professionals

guarantee excellent craftsmanship.

INFLATABLE ADVERTISING AND BRANDING



Backed by the dedicated Airspace team, whose experience and 

craftsmanship is fundamental to the success of the business,

In the years since, we have taken bespoke inflatables to new heights – both 

literally and figuratively. We have perfected the art of inflatable sculpturing, 

and our magnificent structures meet international standards and have 

been showcased in countries across the globe. We love working with clients 

and artists to bring their concepts to reality.

Airspace was acquired by Ian Trethowan and Wendy Edwards in early 2016, 

leading to a new burst of creative energy. Designing magical inflatable 

super-sculptures has generated huge excitement and garnered 

widespread critical acclaim.

Wendy and Ian have repositioned Airspace optimally for contemporary 

needs and new markets, including staging, film rentals and export.

Airspace Inflatables creates bespoke inflatables for clients in diverse 
industries, both nationally and internationally, from Fortune 500 
companies to advertising agencies and sports clubs.

Airspace has been designing and manufacturing custom-made inflatables 

to the highest artistic and technical standards since 1993.

This fresh direction has brought renewed energy and excitement to the 

behind-the-scenes team, as they get to explore their creativity and express 

their vision with each exciting and challenging new project.
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Our exacting design team will work with your brief to visualise and then 

plan your project. Once you have approved the design, our in-house factory 

experts take over.

We use a variety of different quality fabrics (depending on the design and 

application of the unit). PVC is currently the most popular option as it is 

durable, easy to maintain and offers valuable longevity on all units.

Artwork can be digitally printed, sprayed or stitched onto the unit 

depending on your specifications.

To achieve superior workmanship, we use specialised equipment, including 

computerised cutting tables, digital printers, 3-D design packages, high-

frequency (HF) welders, hot-wedge welders and double-needle locksmith 

industrial sewing machines.

We use CMT and hot-air welding to produce the inflatable units, which are 

run with cold-air blowers. We also make sealed units, particularly if they 

need to be waterproof.

Our design and manufacturing capability is an accumulation of years of 

experience, which allows us to give all our customers professional guidance 

on their ideas and designs.

Our speciality is custom-built inflatables, the bigger the better!

From customer brief to design to completed units, all our manufacturing is 

done in-house at our premises in Cape Town, South Africa. 
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These highly photogenic, high-impact and sophisticated Airspace inflatable 

sculptures will ensure social-media success at live events – photos of these 

incredible structures quickly go viral.

Current research shows that 58% of festival-goers post images to Instagram 

while at the festival and 40% use Snapchat, while a whopping 70% of 

festival-goers engage directly with sponsors.

We are smiling – somewhere in the world there’s a festival! 

Airspace Inflatables turn traditional static festival stages into highly visible, 

memorable and interactive experiences. Giant inflatable sculptures grab 

the attention of festival-goers – they stand out as eye-catching large-scale 

design objects.

Nothing fits a festival stage better than a giant inflatable sculpture. 

Social media at festivals ensures that brand exposure is unprecedented and 

far-reaching, both during and after the event.
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PSI-FY 2019, THE NETHERLANDS
Client: Artescape

One of our biggest inflatable festival structures yet. We collaborated with Carin 

Dickson of Artescape, whose aim was to achieve a modern-day cathedral complete 

with ‘stained glass’. Her vision of what she wanted to achieve is extraordinary.

The exceptional concept and all the artwork are Carin’s original creations, 

and our designers worked closely with her to stay within budget and produce

this fabulous dreamscape.

• 15-metre-tall x 20-metre-wide dance floor

• In collaboration with Carin Dickson of Artescape

TRIBE FESTIVAL 2019, BRAZIL
Client: Artescape

The client specifically requested an inflatable structure as this fire sun stage

will be touring to different festivals in South America. Made in two pieces 

for easy packing and rigging, this unit (while spectacular on its own),

is brought to life by professional and experienced lighting engineers.

• 25-metre-tall structure, partly inflatable and partly constructed with wood

• In collaboration with Carin Dickson of Artescape

KINKY SUMMER ‘GOES TO THE SEA’ 2018, CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA
Client: Vacation Club

This sea-themed New Year’s Eve party was our first South African stage installation.

Unfamiliar with inflatable staging, the client was rather cautious about doing

a full inflatable stage until he saw the spectacular results.

Our biggest challenge was the strong winds that blow here in summer, 

but the inflatables withstood the infamous Cape southeaster. 

The fabrication of the tentacles was by Anna Human.

• 30-metre-high stage set with fully inflatable tentacles ranging 

  from 6 to 12 metres long, and jellyfish that are 3 metres in diameter 4



PSI-FY 2018, THE NETHERLANDS
Client: Artescape

Each of the two magnificent trees that make up this installation has a huge

20-metre branch span. In this case, the branches were rigged to an overlying

network of cables. The amazing achievement here is that the trees took a mere

four hours to rig. All Carin Dickson’s original artwork is airbrushed onto fabric

to impressive effect. Extraordinary lighting changes the mood of this party space

constantly. The partygoers found the trees so tactile that they couldn’t resist

hugging them at every opportunity.

• 2 trees, each with a 20-metre branch span

• In collaboration with Carin Dickson of Artescape

#FILLUP FNB STADIUM CONCERT 2017, JOBURG, SOUTH AFRICA
Client: Daniel Popper of Pop Productions

When Cassper Nyovest promised to bring Mufasa, King of the Lions, to his fans,

he really made good – the spectacular stage design featured two impressive

12-metre-tall lion sculptures that dominated the FNB Stadium, one of the biggest

arenas on the African continent.

Our challenge with this stage set was that we had a mere four weeks to design and

manufacture these magnificent lions.

ELECTRIC FOREST 2017, MICHIGAN, USA
Client: Daniel Popper of Pop Productions

It was Daniel Popper who introduced Airspace to the endless possibilities of

inflatable staging with this Tripolee stage. This was our very first inflatable sculpture,

and it allowed us to take ordinary inflatables to an extraordinary level.

Billboard Magazine voted our stage as the best at the Festival.

• 8 x 6-metre-tall inflatable animal sculptures and 2 x 12-metre-tall by 7-metre-wide

  Tripolee Heads for the stage set
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UNIVERSO PARALELLO #14 CLUB STAGE 2017, SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
Client: Artescape

This demonstrates the remarkable transformation that can be achieved by airbrushing.

Carin Dickson’s mind-blowing talents and skill bring this stage to life: if you look closely,

you will see the DJ booth in the forehead of this face.

• 5-metre-tall Techno-Shaman inflatable face

• In collaboration with Carin Dickson of Artescapes

‘TALE OF THE KRAKEN’ SHIPSOMNIA BALL 2017, SINGAPORE
Client: Artescape

This fantastic party set was a total surprise for the guests who were staying on board.

This meant they had to leave the ship and the rigging team had just five hours

to transform the ship to look as though it had been invaded by a giant kraken.

The tentacles were designed to appear as though they’d cracked through

the ship’s floor to envelop the interior.

• Shipboard party set including 8 x inflatable octopus tentacles ranging

from 8 to 12 metres in length, 2 x inflatable tentacles forming a photo booth,

and 1 x tentacle wrapping the supplied steampunk-style DJ booth

• In collaboration with Carin Dickson of Artescape

ELROW EL PILAR 2016: FAR WEST, SARAGOSA, SPAIN
Client: Daniel Popper of Pop Productions

The inflatable elements made this stage pop and added a 3-D depth. These units

were the basis around which videography was projected – in this case, snakes

that twined themselves around each cactus.

• 6 x 2-metre-tall inflatable cactus sculptures and 4 x 4-metre-long inflatable TNT sticks

• In collaboration with Daniel Popper of Pop Productions
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FROM DESIGN TO MANUFACTURE

AIRSPACE HEAD OFFICE

30 Lochiel Road, Sunnydale, Kommetjie, Cape Town

+27 21 785 3331/3

sales@airspace.co.za
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